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Definition of gender labeling

Gender sociology is one of the largest subfields in sociology and presents theory and research that critically interrogates the social structure of gender, how gender interacts with other social forces in society, and how gender relates to social structure overall. In this field, sociologists study a wide range of topics with different research
methods, including things like identity, social interaction, power and oppression, and gender interaction with other things, such as race, class, culture, religion, and sexuality, among others. To understand gender sociology, you first need to understand how sociologists define gender and gender. Although male/female and male/female are
often blended in English, they actually refer to two very different things: gender and gender. The first, sex, is understood by sociologists as a biological categorization based on reproductive organs. Most people fall into the categories of men and women, however, some people are born with sexual organs that clearly do not fit either
category, and are known as intersex. Either way, sex is a biological classification based on parts of the body. Gender, on the other hand, is a social classification based on one's identity, self-presentation, behavior, and interaction with others. Sociologists view gender as a learned behavior and cultural identity, and as such it is a social
category. This gender is a social construct that becomes particularly obvious when comparing how men and women behave across different cultures and how other genders exist in some cultures and communitiess. In Western industrialized countries like the U.S., people tend to think of masculinity and femininity in dichotomous terms,
viewing men and women as distinctly different and opposites. But other cultures question this assumption and have less clear views on masculinity and femininity. For example, historically there was a category of people in Navajo culture called berdaches who were anatomically normal men but who were defined as the third gender
considered to fall between male and female. Berdaches married other ordinary men (not Berdaches), although neither was considered homosexual, as would be the case in today's Western culture. This suggests that we learn gender through the process of socialization. For many people, this process begins even before they are born,
with parents choosing gender names based on the gender of the fetus, and decorating the incoming baby's room and choosing his toys and clothes in color-coded and gendered ways that reflect cultural expectations and stereotypes. Then, since childhood, we are socialized by family, educators, religious leaders, peers, and the wider
community who teach us what is expected of us in terms of appearance and behavior based on whether they code us as a boy or a girl. Media and popular culture play an important role in teaching us gender too. One gender result is the formation of gender identity, which is the definition of one's own as a man or a woman. Gender
identity shapes how we think about others and ourselves, and also influences our behavior. For example, gender differences exist in the likelihood of drug and alcohol abuse, violent behavior, depression, and aggressive driving. Gender identity also has a particularly strong influence on how we dress and present ourselves and how we
want our bodies to look, measured by normative standards. Each important sociological framework has its own opinions and theories regarding gender and its relationship to other aspects of society. In the mid-twentieth century, theorists argued that men played instrumental roles in society, while women played expressive roles that
worked for the benefit of society. They considered the gender division of labour to be important and necessary for the smooth functioning of modern society. Furthermore, this perspective suggests that our socialization in prescribed roles drives gender inequality by encouraging men and women to make different choices about family and
work. For example, these theorists see wage inequalities as a result of the choices women make, provided that they choose family roles that compete with their job roles, which makes them less valuable employees from a managerial point of view. But most sociologists now view this functionalist approach as outdated and sexist, and
there is now plenty of scientific evidence to suggest that the wage gap is influenced by deep-seated gender biases, not by the choices men and women make about the balance between family and work. The popular and contemporary approach within gender sociology is influenced by symbolic interaction theory, which focuses on micro-
level everyday interactions that produce and challenge gender as we know it. Sociologists West and Zimmerman popularized this approach with their 1987 article on gender, which illustrated how gender is something that arises from interaction between people, and as such, interaction is a success. This approach highlights gender
instability and fluidity and recognises that it is fundamentally variable as it is produced by humans through interaction. In gender sociology, those inspired by conflict theory focus on how gender and assumptions and prejudices about gender differences lead to male empowerment, oppression of women, and structural inequality of women
in relation to men. These sociologists perceive gender power dynamics as built into the social fabric, and thus manifest themselves in all aspects of patriarchal society. From this point of view, for example, the wage inequalities that exist between men and women stem from the historical power of men to devalue women's work and benefit
from the services provided by women's work. Feminist theorists, insuing aspects of the three areas of theory described above, focus on structural forces, values, norms and everyday behaviours that create gender inequality and injustice. Importantly, they also focus on how these social forces can be changed to create a backward and
equal society in which no one is penalised for their gender. Updated Nicki Lisa Cole, Ph.D. Italian-Japanese fashion director and editor Nicola Formichetti has created a new brand of genderless clothing called Nicopanda and it becomes the next big thing that pushes gender-fluid fashion into the public eye. But before I talk about the
brand, let's talk about the guy behind the label. According to Mashable, Formichetti is a well-known guy, though not by name (yet). He is lady gaga's stylist, has worked in top fashion magazines such as Harper's Bazaar USA, and is the current artistic director of Diesel - launching avant-garde campaigns that include ads for Porn Hub and
YouPorn. Obviously, one knows how to take risks when it comes to fashion, and the risks that pay off. His latest risk is an foray into the agender designer line. Mashable reported, During New York Fashion Week in September 2015, Formichetti's gender-fluid fashion brand Nicopanda had men in sheer pink tops, gathered dresses and
skirts. Not only that, but the entire line could easily end up in the closets of people of any gender identity. She is expected to move seamlessly between traditionally male and female, with male models on the runway fitted in pass-through dresses and gathered prairie skirts, while models teached in bomber jackets and ambiguously cut
tops. When Mashable asked Formichetti why he was interested in agender clothing, he replied, Our job is to give people as many options as possible so that they can choose to be anything and who they want to be. Seeing how a person's style is a very personal and unique thing that makes sense. Rather than people having to mold into
what traditional fashion thinks is appropriate or trendy, style should be there to offer a person options to best express themselves. But that line isn't necessarily what you'd call neutral. There are pickled, hyper-feminine pieces as well as hard and dirty items that create interesting contrasts against more sweet palettes. All of this was done
on purpose. Formichetti told Mashable, We also need to have more feminine and masculine outfits because there are times when you want to dress more masculine, more girly, or in between. Formichetti's idea of agender clothing is not so much creating clothes that hides gender, but rather creating clothes that anyone can wear,
regardless of their gender. Vivien Killilea/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesFormichetti's gender-fluid fashion brand Nicopanda is not the only agender line in town. Below are three other brands that opened the gates for gender-neutral clothing.1. Selfridges' Genderless Pop-Up StoreSelfridges - the uk's main department store -
opened Agender, a sexless pop-up shop, as an experiment. She carried a mixture of they easily move between male and female style, which makes it easy for all genders to shop between brands.2. Gucci's Fluid Men's LinePietro D'Aprano/Getty ImagesGucci's 2015 A/W show did a solid job of bending gender as it sent its male models
down the runway wearing thrifty-inspired chiffon bow blouses, woolly berets, and shrivelled jackets with three quarter-quarter bell sleeves. All these styles are traditionally earmarked for women's lines, but Gucci asked why one can not enjoy even a good lace overlay?3. Acne Studios' Fall 2015 Womenswear CampaignAcne Studios' 2015
Womenswear Campaign was about making their audience that they are all able to make their own decisions when it comes to clothing, no matter what is advertised to them. This became clear when acne featured a young boy inside a pastel pink coat and stacked reflective heels, so claiming it wasn't up to the label to tell us what gender
the piece is meant for. When Jonny Johansson, creative director of the campaign, was asked about the idea, he told WhoWhatWear, I saw this new generation's attitude to fashion, where the cut, shape, and character of clothing is a crucial thing, rather than seeking approval from the company or adforming to established standards. So
whether you want to wear a dress or baggy jeans and tees, make decisions about what to wear because of your personal preferences, not what magazine ads or editorial letters say. Here's for more gender fluid pieces in the coming seasons! Want more gender politics? Watch the video below, and be sure to subscribe to The Shona on
the YouTube page for more inspo! Pictures: Courtesy of branding
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